Abstract-In the segment-based approach to sequence alignment. nucleic acid, and protein sequence alignments are constructed from fragments, i.e., from pairs of ungapped segments of the input sequences. Given a set F of candidate fragments and a weighting function w : F + FL:, the score of an alignment is defined as the sum of weights of the fragments it consists of. and the optimization problem is to find a consistent collection of painuzse dislomt fragments wzth nmxin~um swn of wezghts. Herein, a sparse dynamic programming algorithm is described that solves the pairwise segment-alignment problem in O(L + Nmax ) space where L is the maximum length of t,he input sequences while N ,nax 5 #F holds. With a recently introduced weighting function 1~. small sets F of candidate fragments are sufficient to obtain alignments of high quality. As a result, the proposed algorithm runs in essentially linear space.
INTRODUCTION
Sequence alignment is a fundamental problem in molecular bioinformatics.
The goal is to develop computer programs that produce biologically meaningful alignments. This requires (a) an appropriate objective function P assigning a quality score to every possible alignment of a given sequence set, and (b) an efficient algorithm capable of finding P-optimal or near-optimal alignments.
Most standard alignment programs are based on the NIV-objective function that had been proposed in 1970 by Needleman and Wunsch [I] . They defined the score of a pairwise alignment as the sum of individual similarity scores of aligned residue pairs from which a penalty is subtracted for every gap introduced into the sequences.
Unlike these methods, the program DIALIGN constructs pairwise and multiple alignments of nucleic acid and protein sequences from ungapped pairs of sequence segments [2] . Such segment pairs are referred to as (alignment) fragments, and a pairwise alignment can be defined as a chain of fragments fi <<
. < fk where fi << fJ means that, in both sequences, the end positions of f, are strictly smaller than the respective beginning positions of fJ. Note that fragments may contain mismjatches and may have varyin g length. In order to find 'good' alignments, every possible fragment f is given a nonnegative score w(f) reflecting the degree of similarity among the two segments, and the overall score of an alignment is defined as the sum of fragment scores.
Thus, for pairwise alignment, our optimization problem is to find a chain of fragments with maximal overall score. In the DIALIGN approach, such optimal pairwise alignments are also t,hc first step for a greedy multiple-alignment procedure [3:4] ; they are also used in alternative multiple-alignment procedures [5, 6] .
There are well-known algorithms that solve this problem. 
PRELIMINARIES
It is well known that for two sequences a = a1 . . -kl -g(k)},
Here, g(k) is the penalty for a gap of length k, and ~(a,, bj) is the score for aligning ai and b,. During the recursive procedure, one has to store at every position (i, j) where the optimal alignment of the prefixes al . ai and bl b, 'comes from , ' i.e., if a, is aligned to b, or if uZ or b, are aligned to a gap of a certain length. This allows, in a second step, to find an optimal Needleman-Wunsch alignment of the sequences a and b by a back-tracing procedure.
It is important to bear in mind that both the recurrence formula and the back-tracing procedure rely on the additivity of the NW-function: if it is known that ai is aligned to bJ in an optimal alignment of the prefixes ai part of the algorithm to construct an optimal alignment of a and b using the information gained during the first part of the algorithm.
In our segment-based approach, this additivity does not hold--to be precise, the objective function we are using is additive at the level of segment pairs but not at the level of individual residue pairs. As mentioned in [2] 
where f%,j,l denotes the fragment of length 1 ending in (i,j) .
In a previous paper, we used equation (2) to define a straight-forward dynamic-programming procedure that solves the fragmentchaining problem [2] . S ince here, the values Sc[i,j] need to be stored for the entire dynamicprogramming matrix simultaneously, the space complexity of this part of the algorithm was OL'.
In order to describe a more space-efficient algorithm, we first introduce some more definitions. For a fragment f E F, we define (3) where the maximum is taken over all possible chains ending in f. If fl < . . . < fK is a chain reaching the maximum in equation (3), we call P(f) = fK_1 the predecessor of f. Finally, we define Pr[i, j] to be the last fragment in an optimal chain of the prefixes al . a, and bl . . bjl, so for a fragment f starting in (i, J'), we have
(5) (6) and Pr[i, j] can be established together with Sc[i,j] depending on where the maximum in equation (6) is reached as 
'Strictly spoken, P(f) and Pr[i,j] are not well defined since there may be several fragments with these properties. For our algorithm, however, this ambiguity is irrelevant.
SPACE-EFFICIENT FRAGMENT CHAINING
In this section, a sparse dynamic-programming algorithm is described that finds an optimal are established for all 1 < j 5 L2 according to equations (6) and (7) using the corresponding values from column i -1 together with the sets of all fragments r~rdl.ng in (i. j).
Therefore, by the time the algorithm reaches column i, W(f) and P(f) have to be know for all fragments ending in this column.
To this end, once a fragment f has been processed, i.e., once W(f) and p(f) have been established, a pointer to f is added to a list F,J that, is associated with the column i' where ,f is ending. By the time fragments starting in column i + 1 are processed, the set F, of all fragments f E F ending in column i is therefore already known and can be used to calculate Sc[i. During the described procedure, the values of Pr and SC are stored for one column at a t,ime.
In addition, the sets F,, 1 < i < L1 are to be stored, so in the worst case, our algorithm requires It is, however, not necessary to store the entire sets Fi simultaneously. L+N,,,,) where N,,,,, < #F is the maximum number of fragments that are stored simultaneously during the dynamic-programming procedure.
Since only fragments with positive weights need to be taken into consideration, F depends, in turn, on the weighting function w. We are considering the function w used in the DIALIGN 2 program which is defined as follows: for a fragment f, S(f) is defined as the sum of similarity values of aligned residue pairs, and p(f) denotes the probability of finding a fragment of the same length as f with at least the same sum S(f) o similarity values in a pair of random sequences f of the same length as the input sequences a and b. The weight score of f is then defined as
It is clear that even for closely related sequences, the vast majority of fragments f in the comparison matrix are unrelated segment pairs with a sum of similarity values S(f) not far from the expectation value. Since the probability J'(f) of fi d n ing such a fragment in a pair of random sequences is (very close to) 1, the weight of a random fragment will be E -In 1 = 0, so these fragments need not be considered for alignment. The set F is further reduced if a threshold T is employed such that only those fragments are considered for alignment that have a weight greater than T.
Moreover, the output of our algorithm is not affected if one ignores all fragments f that properly contain a fragment f' with w(f') > w(f).' W e call a fragment f with this property redundant.
Obviously, if a redundant fragment f belongs to a chain A, then replacing f by f' results in a chain A' with a score at least as high as A. While it would be time-consuming to identify and exclude all redundant fragments, there are simple ways of excluding a substantial part of them without increasing the running time of the algorithm.
(a) Fragments starting at a position (i,j) are processed in order of increasing length, and a fragment is considered for alignment only if its weight exceeds the maximum weight so far of a fragment starting at (i, j).
(b) With our weighting function, a fragment f is redundant whenever its first (or its last) residue pair has the lowest possible similarity value-it is easy to see that omitting this residue pair would result in a fragment f' contained in f with w( f') > w(f).
Therefore, for nucleic acid sequences only fragments starting with a match have to be considered.
For proteins, one may define a threshold s,in and ignore all fragments with an initial similarity value smaller than s,in.
Finally, one may limit the length of fragments under consideration. In DIALIGN, the maximal length for fragments is I,,,, = 40 residue pairs. While this clearly deteriorates the numerical score of the resulting output alignments-i.e., the sum of the respective fragment weights-their biological quality is unlikely to be affected. Usually, the length of conserved protein domains is far smaller than 40 residues, so only for closely related sequences, high scoring fragments of more than 40 residues in length can be expected. In these situations, however, long fragments in 'biologically correct' alignments can be replaced by consecutive shorter fragments, and 'correct' alignments are still likely to have relatively higher scores than alternative 'wrong' alignments. To ' We say that f' is contained in f if all residue pairs aligned by f' are also aligned by f-with our previously introduced definition of (partial) alignments as equivalence relations [2, 13] , this is the usual set-theoretical inclusion relation.
test the influence of these parameters, we have performed systematic test runs on the BAliBASE data base of benchmark alignments [14] . With parameter values T = 0.5, S,in = 8, 1,,,, = 30, the size of the set F was reduced by 81% compared to the results with default parameters T = 0, Smill = 4, I,,,, = 40, while the quality of the output alignments was reduced only by 2.2%. The number of fragments considered for alignment depends on the degree of similarity among the input sequences. In order to obtain lower and upper estimates for #F and N,,,,,, we aligned extreme dissimilar as well as extreme similar test sequences, namely pairs of independent random DNA sequences and pairs of identical random sequences using DIALIGN with default parameters, i.e., with a threshold T = 0 for fragment weights and with a maximum fragment length of I,,,,,, = 40. For independent random sequences, #F and N,,,, were negligible compared to L while for identical sequences, N,,, was in the order of L x l,,, [12] . Comparison of these results shows that for identical sequences, the vast majority of fragments are contained in the main diagonal of the comparison matrix, so their number will grow approximately linearly with the sequence length.
